Bill and Robyn Reid’s newly restored 1936 Avro Anson Mk1 photographed by Gavin Conroy
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Guimbal Cabri G2

Gentle Annie takes to the air
Our centrefold poster in this issue is of Bill and
Robyn Reid’s immaculately restored Avro Anson.
Graeme Porter spoke with Bill recently and
contributed this snapshot story of their outstanding
achievement.

Now available in New Zealand, the revolutionary
Guimbal Cabri G2 is the safest helicopter in its class.
Contact Pacific Aircraft Sales for more information.
Phone Terry: 03 359 3681 or 027 433 2647
email: terry@pacificaircraft.co.nz www.cabri.co.nz

Excellent condition Cessna 150H

Asking $42,000 no GST. TT 6223 with a Rolls Royce
0-200A with 1600+ hours to run. Prop 1578 to run.
Mint hour builder nothing left to do but fly. New paint,
no corrosion, always hangered. Call Mitch Carlson on
0272419342 or skipromitch@hotmail.com

1994 Robinson R44 Astro

ZK-IWT, 12 Year O/H August 2006, New M/R blades
March 2009, Time Remaining Helicopter 1694.20hrs,
Time Remaining Engine 1494.20hrs, $250,000 +GST
Contact Alex Rodger on 021 372740
or email: alex.rodger@skysales.co.nz

Tecnam Bravo

with

Airmaster propeller

2007, 1 private owner, as new, 120 hrs. Cruise 115
Kts, range 5 hrs, Rotax 912 ULS, slipper clutch,
Airmaster variable pitch prop, oversize wheels,
full panel with Garmin 296 colour map, Icom VHF,
Transponder, ASI, VSI, DI, AH, Slip meter, Tachometer,
Manifold Pressure, all engine instruments, electric
flaps / trim and meters, mechanical and electric fuel
pumps, landing light, strobe light, tinted canopy.
Price by negotiation. Ph: 03 314 7677
or email: richard@claremont-estate.com
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close to 12 hours had been flown. The trip
north to Ardmore was leisurely by way of
Woodbourne to show off to those from
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Avro Anson
The project,
Mk1 ZKNewly restored Avro Anson during test flying near Nelson
acquired from
RRA lifted off
Wangaratta Airworld Museum, Victoria in
Nelson’s runway on July 18, all the effort
2002, underwent its reactivation at the Reid
and time was instantly worthwhile.
property outside Wakefield, near Nelson.
Bill’s initial comments upon return from
Initially the project was conceived to take
the maiden flight were, “Bloody awesome,
about three years but as those in the world
amazing, what do you say? This triumph is
of aircraft restoration well know, good
the result of the collective efforts of a large
things take time. With insufficient length on
number of friends, helpers and advisors.
the Reid strip to fly the completed aircraft
This first flight is their reward.”
from, following some trial engine runs, the
It should be noted that the mile wide
airframe was relocated to Nelson airport
smile didn’t leave Bill’s face for more than
for final assembly and the maiden flight.
a week.
The RNZAF initially took delivery of 14
From David Phillips perspective, pilot
Avro Anson general reconnaissance trainers
in command on the day, he noted, “I was
during the later part of 1942. They served
acutely aware of what was at stake. The
their wartime career at New Plymouth
aircraft is just as if it had rolled out of
where they were joined by a further nine
the factory. It’s better than new. Handling
aircraft during mid 1943. The second group
is similar to a de Havilland Rapide – very
of aircraft were used to expand the General
docile and predicable.” Bill notes that it is
Reconnaissance School into the School of
faster than expected. “I was expecting 105
Navigation and Reconnaissance following
knots but on that first flight with David we
the service introduction of heavier types
were indicating over 130 knots.”
such as the Catalina, Dakota and Ventura.
Since July the Anson has accumulated
After the war the 19 surviving aircraft
time in the air determining and ratifying
located to Wigram for service with the Air
performance matters and a shakedown
Navigation School until they were replaced
of the on-board systems. Airframe wise
by de Havilland Devons.
there has been little to adjust and tweak.
When the final RNZAF wartime Anson
“The Armstrong Siddley Cheetah engines
was withdrawn in 1952, New Zealand
have responded well to some fine tuning
skies had to wait a further 60 years before
and attention to the myriad of oil oozes
another Mk1 in military colours graced
common to the type. It’s much tidier under
the air - although two ex RNZAF aircraft
the cowls now all the oil remains in the
were operated for a short time by Southern
engines”, commented Bill.
Scenic Air Services.
Initially the flight programme called for
Forthcoming summer airshows
five hours of flight time. A further demand
around the country will provide
for ten hours to issue a type rating has seen
bounteous opportunity to view this gentle
Sean Perrett complete his time and David
anachronism from an earlier era when
Phillips will be the next to be type rated.
more haste, less speed was a key driver in
When the aircraft left Nelson for the first
determining the future development of
stages of its journey north to the Ardmore
airframes.
Mosquito weekend on September 29,
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